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It's been a while since I've posted an update. I've really been focused on the YouTube Channel
, in a desperate pursuit to get the thousand subscribers I need to get my monitization back. So
far I'm at 609, and I'm very thankful to everyone who has subscribed.

I am, however, very cognizant that I have over a thousand videos that direct people to this
website, and I haven't done anything with it in forever. It's time for a shift in effort.

Right now I've got Fallout 4 videos scheduled once a week—on Fallout Fridays—until March
2020. I've got Win On Sunday (racing videos), TF2 Tuesday, and Spaced Out Saturdays (a mix
of space games) scheduled through mid December or Early January.

I've got my CEO in pajamas (GTA videos) scheduled on Mondays through Veteran's day, but
I've got enough ready to upload to get me to May, so we should be good there.

The practical upshot is, I can take a break from gaming and you won't be able to tell as far as
YouTube is concerned.

I do miss writing, both in the short form of blog posts and the book that I've pretty much let
languish since the editor told me it was great, but I had to change it from 3rd person viewpoint
to 1st. (Oh Issac Asmiov, you've led me astray.)

So my plan is to get more posts up here, and on my other blogs at TalesOfTheBlackKnight.co
m
and ShutaMultimedia.co
m
.

I don't have a regular schedule planned for this—which is what you should do with a blog—but I
will try to post whenever I have something interesting or useful to say.
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And on that note, I'm going to get started on the next post, which I think meets both those
criterion.
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